
From:  slow.andsteady@mail.com

Sent time:  08/31/2020 09:21:48 AM

To:  

steve.bohlen@conservation.ca.gov; wade.crowfoot@resources.ca.gov; David.Shabazian@conservation.ca.gov;
Tim.McCrink@conservation.ca.gov; Janis.Hernandez@conservation.ca.gov; smgb@conservation.ca.gov; xavier.becerra@doj.ca.gov;
assemblymember.bloom@assembly.ca.gov; Mindy.Nguyen@lacity.org; luciralia.ibarra@lacity.org; vince.bertoni@lacity.org;
mitch.ofarrell@lacity.org; david.ryu@lacity.org; emma.howard@lacity.org; Osama.Younan@lacity.org

Cc:  Rong-Gong.Lin@latimes.com; dakota.smith@latimes.com; emily.alpert@latimes.com

Subject:  Hollywood Center Project

Attachments:  MsNyugenletter.pdf    
 

Dear Ms. Nguyen and state and city officials,

 

I am writing this to you for the record in this case. I listened in to the city’s August 26 telephone hearing that lasted several hours.

 

I am very upset about the developer’s dishonest attack on the California Geological Survey’s July 16 letter concerning the
Hollywood Center project. 

 

After going to the developer’s website, I located an offensive August 25 letter Millennium Partners wrote to CGS last week.
Millennium’s letter is built on a foundation of lies and threats. 

 

I don’t understand how Millennium is claiming that CGS is biased or careless or whatever they want to concoct to slur a state
agency that has nothing to gain from the Hollywood Center project one way or the other. And why is Millennium only claiming it
now, nearly a month and a half after CGS’s letter?

 

What I read in CGS’s emails that you posted online with their July 16 letter (Attached are all 13 pages) shows how CGS, at
numerous levels of review, spent tremendous time to thoroughly consider and finalize their July 16 comment letter on the draft EIR.

 

I was happy to see in those emails that the Secretary of the Natural Resources Agency, Wade Crowfoot, and the director of the
Department of Conservation, David Shabazian, were included, and that Mr. Crowfoot personally reviewed and approved the
CGS’s final letter. 

 

Some comments that Acting State Geologist Mr. Bohlen emailed to Mr. Crowfoot about Mr. Bohlen’s conversation with LA city
planning director Vince Bertoni were,
 

“2. . . . . I wanted to review CGS’s authorities, CEQA review process, and evaluate the scientific information before acting.”

“3. In keeping with CGS process for CEQA review, because of the project size, construction materials, risk to public safety and
the publication of relevant new scientific information, the CGS has prepared comments based on its evaluation of the scientific
information forthcoming since the publication of the AP Map (FER 253) which encompasses the Hollywood

Center site.”

“4. The CGS letter summarizes our assessment of the recent scientific studies and information, and the letter addresses CGS’s
concern of the likelihood of active strands of the Hollywood fault near and under the Hollywood Center site.”

 

and Mr. Bohlen’s summary of Mr. Bertoni’s comments,

 

“1. He was pleased that I called to explain what I had done since my arrival at CGS to review authorities, CEQA process, etc.,
and the science prior to making any decisions to move forward.”



“2. Welcomed us sending the letter, and hoped that we would send it soon.”

“3. Welcomed my offer to send him a heads up that the letter would be sent just prior to it being sent.”

“4. Likely would be interested in a briefing but wanted to wait to read the letter and have time to connect with staff.”

“5. Indicated his strong desire to have science help with the decision and welcomed our analysis.”

 

I am grateful for the care that the CGS put into their July 16 letter to the city, even having the highest officials in Sacramento’s
approval.

 

I have shared the CGS emails and letter so others better understand how critical these seismic issues are and how CGS, the
Natural Resources Agency, and the Department of Conservation all worked to ensure public safety and transparency. 

 

Speaking of transparency, I checked, but don’t now see the CGS emails in the city record the way Ms. Nguyen posted them
around mid-late July. There’s a more recent posting on July 30, but that version doesn’t include the CGS emails. I thought
documents submitted into the record are not allowed to be removed or tampered with. I’ve included the original 13 pages to make
sure its in the record. (Of course if you’re able to find that first version, please make it easy to find again).

 

I hope CGS and its superiors won’t in any way cave in to Millennium’s lies and intimidation tactics.

 

Millennium thinks we forgot about their sinking tower in San Francisco! They should not be allowed to cheat and endanger
innocent lives.

 

Sincerely,

A concerned citizen and her neighbors

 

 

 

 

           



August 31, 2020 
 

Hollywood Center Project 
ENV-2018-2116-EIR  

 
 
Dear Ms. Nguyen and state and city officials, 
 
I am writing this to you for the record in this case. I listened in to the city’s August 26 telephone 
hearing that lasted several hours.  
 
I am very upset about the developer’s dishonest attack on the California Geological Survey’s 
July 16 letter concerning the Hollywood Center project.   
 
After going to the developer’s website, I located an offensive August 25 letter Millennium 
Partners wrote to CGS last week. Millennium’s letter is built on a foundation of lies and threats.   
 
I don’t understand how Millennium is claiming that CGS is biased or careless or whatever they 
want to concoct to slur a state agency that has nothing to gain from the Hollywood Center project 
one way or the other. And why is Millennium only claiming it now, nearly a month and a half 
after CGS’s letter? 
 
What I read in CGS’s emails that you posted online with their July 16 letter (Attached are all 13 
pages) shows how CGS, at numerous levels of review, spent tremendous time to thoroughly 
consider and finalize their July 16 comment letter on the draft EIR.  
 
I was happy to see in those emails that the Secretary of the Natural Resources Agency, Wade 
Crowfoot, and the director of the Department of Conservation, David Shabazian, were included, 
and that Mr. Crowfoot personally reviewed and approved the CGS’s final letter.   
 
Some comments that Acting State Geologist Mr. Bohlen emailed to Mr. Crowfoot about Mr. 
Bohlen’s conversation with LA city planning director Vince Bertoni were, 
 
“2. . . . . I wanted to review CGS’s authorities, CEQA review process, and evaluate the scientific 
information before acting.” 
“3. In keeping with CGS process for CEQA review, because of the project size, construction 
materials, risk to public safety and the publication of relevant new scientific information, the 
CGS has prepared comments based on its evaluation of the scientific information forthcoming 
since the publication of the AP Map (FER 253) which encompasses the Hollywood 
Center site.” 
“4. The CGS letter summarizes our assessment of the recent scientific studies and information, 
and the letter addresses CGS’s concern of the likelihood of active strands of the Hollywood fault 
near and under the Hollywood Center site.” 
 
and Mr. Bohlen’s summary of Mr. Bertoni’s comments,  
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“1. He was pleased that I called to explain what I had done since my arrival at CGS to review 
authorities, CEQA process, etc., and the science prior to making any decisions to move forward.” 
“2. Welcomed us sending the letter, and hoped that we would send it soon.” 
“3. Welcomed my offer to send him a heads up that the letter would be sent just prior to it being 
sent.” 
“4. Likely would be interested in a briefing but wanted to wait to read the letter and have time to 
connect with staff.” 
“5. Indicated his strong desire to have science help with the decision and welcomed our 
analysis.” 
 
I am grateful for the care that the CGS put into their July 16 letter to the city, even having the 
highest officials in Sacramento’s approval. 
 
I have shared the CGS emails and letter so others better understand how critical these seismic 
issues are and how CGS, the Natural Resources Agency, and the Department of Conservation all 
worked to ensure public safety and transparency.   
 
Speaking of transparency, I checked, but don’t now see the CGS emails in the city record the 
way Ms. Nguyen posted them around mid-late July. There’s a more recent posting on July 30, 
but that version doesn’t include the CGS emails. I thought documents submitted into the record 
are not allowed to be removed or tampered with. I’ve included the original 13 pages to make sure 
its in the record. (Of course if you’re able to find that first version, please make it easy to find 
again).  
 
I hope CGS and its superiors won’t in any way cave in to Millennium’s lies and intimidation 
tactics.  
 
Millennium thinks we forgot about their sinking tower in San Francisco! They should not be 
allowed to cheat and endanger innocent lives. 
 
Sincerely, 
A concerned citizen and her neighbors  
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http://www.conservation.ca.gov/
mailto:Steve.Bohlen@conservation.cs.gov
http://www.facebook.com/calconservation
http://www.twitter.com/calconservation
https://www.youtube.com/user/calconservation
http://www.instagram.com/calconservation/
mailto:Steve.Bohlen@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Tim.McCrink@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Janis.Hernandez@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Lisa.Halko@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Jeff.Newton@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Clayton.Haas@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:David.Shabazian@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Steve.Bohlen@conservation.ca.gov
mailto:Wade.Crowfoot@resources.ca.gov
mailto:Matt.Baker@resources.ca.gov
mailto:Christopher.Calfee@resources.ca.gov
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23*2*/,B!CD*55EF**B!',-.,3G!23*H,@.I!!".<.,!'5,<34-J0*K/,!LK+M,3!"'D!
9:6N:O6::9I!

91;<%+7E%/0"$1-F%

G?1%91:;<3=1-3%45%24-71<H;3,4-I7%2;#,54<-,;%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%L2JAM%<1K1,H1.%3?1%
8:<,#%&'(%)*)*%/43,K1%45%24=:#13,4-%;-.%8H;,#;N,#,3$%45%9<;53%O-H,<4-=1-3;#%P=:;K3%
Q1:4<3%L9OPQM%54<%3?1%RS4##$T44.%21-31<U%.1H1#4:=1-3%:<4V1K3(%#4K;31.%-1;<%W"KK;%
A3<113(%8<0$#1%8H1-"1(%PH;<%8H1-"1(%;-.%X,-1%A3<113(%,-%3?1%S4##$T44.%24=="-,3$%>#;-%
;<1;%45%647%8-01#17(%28%D**)YE%G?,7%#1331<%K4-H1$7%K4==1-37%5<4=%2JA%<10;<.,-0%
014#40,K%;-.%71,7=,K%K4-.,3,4-7%;551K3,-0%3?1%7,31(%,-K#".,-0%-1T%,-54<=;3,4-%-43%
;..<1771.%,-%3?1%9OPQE%%

Z-.1<%73;31%#;T(%,-K#".,-0%3?1%8#[",73\><,4#4%O;<3?[";]1%@;"#3%^4-,-0%+;:%8K3&(%3?1%
A1,7=,K%S;_;<.7%+;::,-0%8K3)(%;-.%>"N#,K%Q174"<K17%24.1%71K3,4-%))*&(%2JA%:<4H,.17%
31K?-,K;#%,-54<=;3,4-%<10;<.,-0%1;<3?[";]1%5;"#37%;-.%43?1<%?;_;<.7%34%#4K;#%
04H1<-=1-37E%G?,7%,-K#".17%:"N#,7?,-0%.13;,#1.%1;<3?[";]1%5;"#3%=;:7%;-.%43?1<%?;_;<.%
=;:7%;-.%K4-3,-";##$%<1H,1T,-0%-1T%71,7=,K\?;_;<.%.;3;%34%,-54<=%#4K;#%.1K,7,4-\
=;],-0E%2JA%;::<,717%#4K;#%04H1<-=1-37%45%-1T%71,7=,K%,-54<=;3,4-%7,-K1%3?471%=;:7%
T1<1%:"N#,7?1.%,5%,3%,7%;T;<1%3?;3%;%#4K;#%04H1<-=1-3%,7%K4-7,.1<,-0%;::<4H;#%45%;K3,4-%
,=:;K31.%N$%3?,7%-1T%,-54<=;3,4-E%%

9"1%34%1=1<0,-0%7K,1-3,5,K%,-54<=;3,4-%-1;<%3?1%:<4V1K3%7,31(%;-.%3?1%:<4V1K3I7%?1,0?3(%
K4-73<"K3,4-%=;31<,;#7(%;-.%:<4`,=,3$%34%;K3,H1%5;"#37%;-.%.1-71#$%:4:"#;31.%"<N;-%
;<1;7(%4-%A1:31=N1<%)a(%)*&Y(%2JA%7"N=,331.%K4==1-37%,-%<17:4-71%34%3?1%-43,K1%45%
:<1:;<;3,4-%45%3?1%9OPQE%b"<%K4==1-37%4-%3?1%-43,K1%45%:<1:;<;3,4-%:<4H,.1.%
,-54<=;3,4-%4-%3?1%)*&a%2JA%@;"#3%OH;#";3,4-%Q1:4<3%)CBB%;-.%3?1%<1#;31.%O;<3?[";]1%

!
&%>"NE%Q174"<K17%24.1%cc%)')&\)'B*%
)%>"NE%Q174"<K17%24.1%cc%)'D*\)'DDE'E%
B!?33:7Fdd0=TEK4-71<H;3,4-EK;E04Hd7?:dO^QP+dQ1:4<37d@OQd)CBd!
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https://gmw.conservation.ca.gov/shp/EZRIM/Reports/FER/253/
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^4-17%45%Q1[",<1.%P-H173,0;3,4-%+;:%LS4##$T44.%e";.<;-0#1M(%.;31.%/4H1=N1<%'(%
)*&aa(%L3?1%)*&a%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%+;:Mf%5;"#3,-0%;-.%0<4"-.\7?;],-0%?;_;<.%,-54<=;3,4-%
.1H1#4:1.%,-%)*&C(%;531<%3?1%)*&a%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%+;:f%;-.%4#.1<%,-54<=;3,4-%3?;3%
:<4H,.1.%01-1<;#%014#40,K%K4-31`3%7"K?%;7%<4K]%54<=;3,4-%;-.%74,#%:<45,#17%-43%.,<1K3#$%
<1#;31.%34%5;"#3,-0E%%

8531<%2JA%K4==1-31.%4-%3?1%/b>(%;-.%;531<%3?1%9OPQ%T;7%:"N#,7?1.(%3?1%Z-,31.%A3;317%
J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%LZAJAM%4-%+;$%Y(%)*)*(%,77"1.%;%-1T(%:11<\<1H,1T1.%;-;#$7,7%45%3?1%
S4##$T44.%%@;"#3%_4-1%,-%3?1%,==1.,;31%;<1;%45%3?,7%:<4:47;#EC%G?1%)*)*%ZAJA%;-;#$7,7%
;-;#$_1.%="#3,:#1%71,7=,K%.;3;7137%;-.%=4.1#7(%;##%45%T?,K?%K4-7,731-3#$%,-51<%-1;<\
7"<5;K1%5;"#3%3<;K17%45%3?1%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%,-%3?1%7;=1%#4K;3,4-7E%P=:4<3;-3#$(%3?1%
K4=N,-1.%.;3;%,-.,K;31%3?;3%=4<1%3?;-%4-1%-1;<\7"<5;K1%5;"#3%3<;K1%45%3?1%S4##$T44.%
@;"#3%K<47717%3?1%:<4:471.%:<4V1K3%7,31E%g;71.%4-%3?1%:<4V1K3I7%:<4`,=,3$%34%3?171%5;"#3%
3<;K17(%;7%T1##%;7%3?1%:<4:471.%.1H1#4:=1-3I7%?1,0?3(%K4-73<"K3,4-%=;31<,;#7(%;-.%
#4K;3,4-%,-%;%.1-71#$%:4:"#;31.%;<1;(%2JA%73;55%.131<=,-1.%3?;3%3?,7%-1T%,-54<=;3,4-%,7%
,=:4<3;-3%34%K4-H1$%3?<4"0?%K4==1-3%4-%3?,7%9OPQE%2JA%7"==;<,_17%5,-.,-07%5<4=%
3?171%-1T%73".,17%N1#4T%;-.%;7717717%?4T%3?1%ZAJA%73".$(%;-.%43?1<%73".,17%
K4-."K31.%;531<%3?1%)*&a%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%+;:(%;551K3%3?1%K4-7,.1<;3,4-%45%71,7=,K%<,7]%
45%3?1%:<4:471.%.1H1#4:=1-3E%

&E! P<K5.!.3<@,/!B,24@.,B!4-!'Q"R/!9:6S!D*55EF**B!P<K5.!T<2!B*!-*.!<22,<3!4-!
122,-B4U!QV6R/!=4JK3,/!*=!.0,!23*H,@.!/4.,%T?1<1%#4K;3,4-7%45%3?1,<%7"N7"<5;K1%
,-H173,0;3,4-7%;<1%:<171-31.E%G?1<154<1(%T1%;33;K?%;%5,0"<1%7?4T,-0%N43?%3?1%
#4K;3,4-%45%3<;K17%;7%7?4T-%4-%3?1%)*&a%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%+;:%;-.%3?1%;<1;7%45%
,-H173,0;3,4-%<1:4<31.%,-%8::1-.,`%J\&%LP4JK3,!6ME%L9OPQ%8::1-.,`%J\)%7?4T7%3?1%
#4K;3,4-%45%3?1%5;"#3%3<;K1%;3%;%#4T1<%#1H1#%45%<174#"3,4-EM%h1%-431%N1#4T%3?;3%@,0"<1%&%
<15#1K37%-1T%,-54<=;3,4-%,-.,K;3,-0%3?1%;K3,H1%5;"#3(%T?,K?%T;7%-43%K#1;<1.%N$%1,3?1<%
3?1%)*&a%3<1-K?%4<%3?1%43?1<%,-H173,0;3,H1%31K?-,["17%<15#1K31.%,-%8::1-.,`%J\&E%%
%

)E! (0,!9:9:!#"Q"!/.KBE8!<-B!*.0,3!/.KB4,/!.0<.!2*/.VB<.,!'Q"R/!9:6S!D*55EF**B!P<K5.!
T<28!/.3*-J5E!/KJJ,/.!<-!<@.4>,!/.3<-B!*=!.0,!=<K5.!@3*//,/!.0,!23*H,@.!/4.,I!!2JA%
K4-7,.1<1.%3?1%)*)*%ZAJA%73".$%,-%#,0?3%45%43?1<%73".,17%K4-."K31.%;531<%3?1%)*&a%
S4##$T44.%@;"#3%+;:E%G?171%73".,17%;<1%#,731.%;3%3?1%1-.%45%3?,7%#1331<%;-.(%54<%$4"<%
K4-H1-,1-K1(%;<1%;#74%;H;,#;N#1%4-%2JAI%@G>%71<H1<%LP(W!X4-YME%G?171%73".,17(%
K4-."K31.%1;73%45%3?1%:<4V1K3%7,31(%:473.;31%3?1%73".,17%,-K#".1.%;7%8::1-.,`%J\&%
34%3?1%9OPQ(%;-.%;<1%3?1<154<1%-1T%,-54<=;3,4-%45%,=:4<3;-K1%34%:"N#,K%7;513$E%G?171%
73".,17%73<4-0#$%7"::4<3%3?1%:<171-K1%45%;-%;K3,H1%74"3?1<-%5;"#3%73<;-.%1-31<,-0%3?1%
1;731<-%S4##$T44.%21-31<%:<4:1<3$%,-%3?1%H,K,-,3$%45%3?1%;##1$%;3%8<0$#1(%74"3?%45%3?1%

!
G!?33:7Fdd0=TEK4-71<H;3,4-EK;E04HdAS>dO^QP+d+;:7dSb66Whbb9iO^QP+E:.5%!
F!2;3K?,-07(%13%;#E(%)*)*(%)*&Y%ZEAE%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$j2;#,54<-,;%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%5;"#3\,=;0,-0%
7"<H1$7%;K<477%3?1%S4##$T44.%;-.%A;-3;%+4-,K;%@;"#37(%647%8-01#17%24"-3$(%2;#,54<-,;F%ZEAE%
J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%b:1-\@,#1%Q1:4<3%)*)*j&*aD(%a)%:E(%?33:7Fdd.4,E4<0d&*EB&BBd45<)*)*&*aD%
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ftp://ftp.conservation.ca.gov/pub/dmg/shezp/Hollywood-Center-Recent-Fault-Studies/
https://gmw.conservation.ca.gov/SHP/EZRIM/Maps/HOLLYWOOD_EZRIM.pdf
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.3133%2Fofr20201049&data=02%7C01%7CJanis.Hernandez%40conservation.ca.gov%7C773250acb2004cbbb7b508d7f3b9f558%7C4c5988ae5a0040e8b065a017f9c99494%7C0%7C0%7C637245852325082992&sdata=RXQP99f0ISQbrc3XX4A%2BAj6pErI9oGgcsVEYTn8dVWw%3D&reserved=0
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5;"#3%3<1-K?%1`K;H;31.%,-%)*&a%;7%.17K<,N1.%,-%8::1-.,`%JE%g;71.%4-%3?171%73".,17(%
2JA%1`:1K37%34%<1H,71%3?1%S4##$T44.%O;<3?[";]1%@;"#3%^4-1%+;:%T,3?,-%3?1%-1`3%
3T4%$1;<7%N$%1`31-.,-0%3?1%74"3?1<-%73<;-.%45%3?1%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%5"<3?1<%1;73%5<4=%
T?1<1%,3%,7%K"<<1-3#$%=;::1.E%%

P-%#,0?3%45%3?1%)*)*%ZAJA%73".$%;-.%43?1<7%<151<<1.%34%;N4H1%<10;<.,-0%3?1%71,7=,K%5;"#3%
-1;<%3?1%:<4:471.%.1H1#4:=1-3(%2JA%?;7%;771771.%T?13?1<%01431K?-,K;#%;-;#$7,7%
:1<54<=1.%;7%:;<3%45%3?1%9OPQ%1551K3,H1#$%;..<17717%<,7]7%,.1-3,5,1.%T,3?,-%3?,7%-1T%
,-54<=;3,4-E%2JA%5,-.7%3?1%54##4T,-0%#,=,3;3,4-7%,-%01431K?-,K;#%;-;#$7,7%45%3?1%7,31%0,H1-%
3?,7%-1T%,-54<=;3,4-F%

BE! (0,!=<K5.!.3,-@0!,U@<><.,B!4-!9:6S!B4B!-*.!@5,<3!.0,!,-.43,!/4.,!*=!<@.4>,!=<K5./I%g;71.%
":4-%<1H,1T%45%3?1%,-54<=;3,4-%:<171-31.%,-%8::1-.,`%J\&%45%3?1%9OPQ(%3?1%J92%
3<1-K?%4-%3?1%1;73%:<4:1<3$%.,.%-43%K4=:#131#$%1`:471%3?1%N;71%45%3?1%S4#4K1-1\
;01%014#40,K%71K3,4-%;K<477%3?1%-4<3?\74"3?%1`31-3%45%3?1%7,31%;-.%3?1<154<1%K;--43%
N1%K4-7,.1<1.%34%1`K#".1%3?1%:<171-K1%45%;-%;K3,H1%5;"#3%;3%4<%-1;<%T?1<1%,3%,7%
.1:,K31.%,-%2JAI7%)*&a%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%+;:(%4<%,-%3?1%=4<1%<1K1-3%73".,17%
=1-3,4-1.%;N4H1E%%
%

aE! Z.0,3!=<K5.!4->,/.4J<.4*-!.,@0-4[K,/!K/,B!*-!.0,!/4.,!<3,!-*.!B,=4-4.4>,!4-!@5,<34-J!.0,!
/4.,!*=!<@.4>,!=<K5./I%g;71.%4-%<1H,1T%45%3?1%,-54<=;3,4-%:<171-31.%,-%8::1-.,`%J\&%
45%3?1%9OPQ(%3?1%5;"#3%73".,17%:<1:;<1.%54<%3?1%:<4:471.%S4##$T44.%21-31<%><4V1K3(%
N43?%1;73%;-.%T173%:<4:1<3,17(%:<,=;<,#$%<1#$%":4-%7"N7"<5;K1%,-H173,0;3,4-7%
K4-."K31.%N$%24-1%>1-13<;3,4-%G173,-0%L2>GM%;-.%7=;##\.,;=131<%N4<1?4#17E%h?,#1%
3?171%3$:17%45%,-H173,0;3,4-7%K;-%:<4H,.1%N1-15,K,;#%,-54<=;3,4-(%3?1$%;<1%7"NV1K3%34%
;=N,0"4"7%,-31<:<13;3,4-7(%:;<3,K"#;<#$%<10;<.,-0%3?1%;K3,H,3$%45%5;"#3,-0%N1K;"71%
014#40,737%K;--43%K#1;<#$%711%T?,K?%73<;3,0<;:?,K%?4<,_4-7%;<1%K"3%N$%;%5;"#3E%8%3?,<.\
:;<3$%<1H,1T%45%3?1%014#40,K%73".,17%K4-."K31.%54<%3?1%S4##$T44.%21-31<%><4V1K3%
L711%O;<3?%24-7"#3;-37%P-31<-;3,4-;#(%><4V1K3%/4E%Ba)C(%!"-1%B(%)*&Cf%P(W!X4-YM(%T?,K?%
T;7%-43%,-K#".1.%,-%8::1-.,`%J\&%45%3?1%9OPQ(%;K]-4T#1.017%3?1%#,=,3;3,4-7%45%3?1%
:<4V1K3%2>G%;-.%N4<1?4#1%7"N7"<5;K1%,-H173,0;3,4-7(%,-K#".,-0%"-<174#H;N#1%1<<4<7%,-%
3?1%<1\7"<H1$%1554<37%45%3?171%.;3;%#4K;3,4-7E%G?1%3?,<.\:;<3$%<1H,1T%;#74%:<171-37%
="#3,:#1%:477,N#1%,-31<:<13;3,4-7%45%3?1%#4K;3,4-7%;-.%;K3,H,3$%45%3?1%5;"#37%"-.1<%3?1%
7,31%LO2P(%)*&C(%>#;31%aM(%,-K#".,-0%;-%,-31<:<13;3,4-%7?4T,-0%3?1%.,73,-K3%:477,N,#,3$%
3?;3%3?1%74"3?1<-%73<;-.%45%3?1%S4##$T44.%@;"#3%,7%;K3,H1%N1-1;3?%3?1%:<4V1K3%7,31%
LO2P(%)*&C(%>#;31%a(%P-31<:<13;3,4-%8ME%2JA%"-.1<73;-.7%3?1%:<4V1K3%:<4:4-1-37%<1:4<3%
3?1%:<4V1K3%7,31%,7%"-.1<#;,-%N$%4#.1<%73<;3,0<;:?$(%K;::1.%N$%S4#4K1-1%;01%.1:47,37%
Lk&&(l**%$1;<7%4#.ME%P-%3?1,<%,-31<:<13;3,4-%45%N4<1?4#17%;-.%2>GI7(%3?1$%?;H1%
:473"#;31.%3?1%5;"#3,-0%3?1$%?;H1%,.1-3,5,1.%.417%-43%1`31-.%,-34%3?1%S4#4K1-1%
"-,37E%2JAI%,-31<:<13;3,4-%45%3?1%2>G%;-.%N4<1?4#1%.;3;%5,-.7%3?1%5;"#3%K;-%N1%.<;T-%
34%1`31-.%,-34%3?1%S4#4K1-1%"-,37(%7"K?%;7%AK1-;<,4%8%,-%3?1%O2P%<1:4<3E%G?171%
.,551<,-0%,-31<:<13;3,4-7%45%5;"#3%;K3,H,3$%;#4-0%3?1%74"3?1<-%73<;-.%;<1%N1K;"71%4-#$%
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ftp://ftp.conservation.ca.gov/pub/dmg/shezp/Hollywood-Center-Recent-Fault-Studies/


Q#:(!G!+8!P!

!

,-.,<1K3%.;3;%5<4=%3?1%2>GI7%;-.%N4<1?4#17%;<1%;H;,#;N#1E%2JA%<1K40-,_17%3?171%
"-K1<3;,-3,17%K;-%4-#$%N1%<174#H1.%N$%5;"#3%3<1-K?,-0(%T?,K?%;##4T7%.,<1K3%
4N71<H;3,4-7%45%7"N7"<5;K1%014#40,K%<1#;3,4-7?,:7%;-.%3?1%;N,#,3$%34%7;=:#1%014#40,K%
=;31<,;#7%54<%K?<4-4#40,K%.;3,-0%L711%A1K3,4-%CEa%45%2JA%A:1K,;#%>"N#,K;3,4-%a)f%
?33:7FddTTTEK4-71<H;3,4-EK;E04HdK07d94K"=1-37dA>i*a)E:.5M%
%

CE! P<K5.!4->,/.4J<.4*-/!<3,!4-@*+2<.4M5,!F4.0!@*-/.3K@.4*-!,U@<><.4*-I!8::1-.,`%J\&%45%
3?1%9OPQ%,-.,K;317%3?;3%K4-.,3,4-;#%;::<4H;#%45%3?1%014#40,K%<1:4<3%T;7%0<;-31.%,-%
!"#$%)*&CE%G?1%=;,-%K4-.,3,4-%73,:"#;31.%N$%3?1%K4-.,3,4-;#%;::<4H;#%,7%3?;3%3?1%
:<4V1K3%1-0,-11<,-0%014#40,73%4N71<H1%N;71=1-3%1`K;H;3,4-7%."<,-0%7,31%
K4-73<"K3,4-%;-.%,-54<=%3?1%2,3$I7%J<;.,-0%9,H,7,4-%,5%1H,.1-K1%45%;K3,H1%5;"#3,-0%,7%
4N71<H1.E%%87%-431.%,-%2JA%A:1K,;#%>"N#,K;3,4-%a)%L711%:;017%B)\BBM(%5;"#3%3<1-K?%
,-H173,0;3,4-7%<1[",<1%.13;,#1.(%3,=1\,-31-7,H1%;-;#$717%45%H1<3,K;#%71K3,4-7%45%
014#40,K%=;31<,;#7E%P5%5;"#3%,-H173,0;3,4-7%;<1%-43%K4=:#131.%:<,4<%34%5,-;#%:<4V1K3%
.17,0-%;-.%;::<4H;#(%3?171%:<;K3,K17%=;$%N1%K4=:<4=,71.%N$%3$:,K;##$%155,K,1-3%
K4-73<"K3,4-%:<;K3,K17E%

P-%K4-K#"7,4-(%5"<3?1<%;77177=1-3%45%3?1%74"3?1<-%73<;-.%45%3?1%S4##$T44.%@;"#3(%
54##4T,-0(%54<%1`;=:#1(%N173%:<;K3,K17%4"3#,-1.%,-%2JA%A:1K,;#%>"N#,K;3,4-%a)%;7%
.,7K"771.%;N4H1(%,7%,=:4<3;-3%34%;.1[";31#$%"-.1<73;-.%71,7=,K%<,7]7%45%3?1%:<4:471.%
.1H1#4:=1-3%,-%#,0?3%45%<1K1-3#$%;H;,#;N#1%,-54<=;3,4-E%

>#1;71%#13%"7%]-4T%,5%$4"%?;H1%;-$%["173,4-7%<10;<.,-0%3?171%K4==1-37E%2JA%,7%
;H;,#;N#1%54<%K4-7"#3;3,4-%T,3?%3?1%2,3$%4-%1H;#";3,-0%5;"#3%;K3,H,3$%;-.%43?1<%71,7=,K%
?;_;<.%,77"17E%

A,-K1<1#$(%

%

%
!;-,7%6E%S1<-;-.1_%
A1-,4<%O-0,-11<,-0%J14#40,73(%>J%ml)Bl(%2OJ%m))'*%
2;#,54<-,;%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%
B)*%hE%a3?%A3<113(%A",31%YC*(%647%8-01#17(%28%%%D**&B%
%

%

%

G,=43?$%+K2<,-]%
A":1<H,7,-0%O-0,-11<,-0%J14#40,73%>J%maa''(%2OJ%m&CaD%
2;#,54<-,;%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%
Y*&%n%A3<113(%+A%&)\B(%A;K<;=1-34(%28%%DCY&a%
%
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https://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/Documents/SP_042.pdf


Q#:(!F!+8!P!

833;K?=1-37F%

@,0"<17%&%;-.%)%

2JA%24==1-37%4-%3?1%7K4:1%;-.%K4-31-3%4-%3?1%/b>%54<%3?1%
O-H,<4-=1-3;#%P=:;K3%Q1:4<3%54<%3?1%oS4##$T44.%21-31<o% :<4V1K3(%
A1:31=N1<%)a(%)*&YE%%

Q151<1-K17%K,31.%LP(W!X4-YMF%

2;3K?,-07(%QE9E(%S1<-;-.1_(%!E(%J4#.=;-(%+EQE(%2?;-(%!ESE(%A,K]#1<(%QEQE(%b#74-(%gE(
;-.%2<,#1$(%2E!E(%)*)*(%)*&Y%ZEAE%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$j2;#,54<-,;%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$
5;"#3\,=;0,-0%7"<H1$7%;K<477%3?1%S4##$T44.%;-.%A;-3;%+4-,K;%@;"#37(%647
8-01#17%24"-3$(%2;#,54<-,;F%ZEAE%J14#40,K;#%A"<H1$%b:1-\@,#1%Q1:4<3%)*)*j&*aD(
a)%:E(%?33:7Fdd.4,E4<0d&*EB&BBd45<)*)*&*aDE
2,3$%45%647%8-01#17%91:;<3=1-3%45%g",#.,-0%;-.%A;513$(%J<;.,-0%9,H,7,4-(%)*&C(
J14#40$%Q1:4<3%24<<1K3,4-%61331<(%640%m%YY&la(%A4,#7dJ14#40$%@,#1%j%)%8>(%G<;K3
)*CY(%#43%)'(%'*aa%2;<#47%8H1-"1E(%<151<1-K1%<1:4<3%68\&)B*(%.;31.%8:<,#%)Y(%)*&C
N$%J<4":%91#3;E
O;<3?%24-7"#3;-37%P-31<-;3,4-;#(%Q17:4-71%34%Q1["173%5<4=%3?1%2,3$%45%647%8-01#17
Q1H,1T1<(%O;73%;-.%h173%+,##1--,"=%A,317(%><4V1K3%/4E%Ba)C(%9;31.%!"-1%B(%)*&CE
J<4":%91#3;(%)*&C(%@;"#3%8K3,H,3$%P-H173,0;3,4-(%><4:471.%8:;<3=1-3
91H1#4:=1-3(%'*aa%2;<#47%8H1-"1(%S4##$T44.%8<1;(%2,3$%45%647%8-01#17(%28(
J92%><4V1K3%/4E%68\&)B*(%.;31.%8:<,#%)Y(%)*&CE
/,-$4%p%+44<1%J1431K?-,K;#%;-.%O-H,<4-=1-3;#%AK,1-K17%24-7"#3;-37(%)*&C(
@;"#3%Q":3"<1%S;_;<.%OH;#";3,4-(%S4##$T44.%24"<3?4"71(%CD)C%S4##$T44.
g4"#1H;<.(%647%8-01#17(%28(%><4V1K3%/4E%a*)&B)**'(%.<;53%<1:4<3%.;31.%@1N<";<$
)a(%)*&CE
/,-$4%p%+44<1%J1431K?-,K;#%;-.%O-H,<4-=1-3;#%AK,1-K17%24-7"#3;-37(%)*&C(
A"::#1=1-3;#%@;"#3%Q":3"<1%S;_;<.%OH;#";3,4-(%S4##$T44.%24"<3?4"71(%CD)C
S4##$T44.%g4"#1H;<.(%647%8-01#17(%28(%><4V1K3%/4E%a*)&B)**l(%.<;53%<1:4<3%.;31.
!"-1%&C(%)*&CE
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ftp://ftp.conservation.ca.gov/pub/dmg/shezp/Hollywood-Center-Recent-Fault-Studies/
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.3133%2Fofr20201049&data=02%7C01%7CJanis.Hernandez%40conservation.ca.gov%7C773250acb2004cbbb7b508d7f3b9f558%7C4c5988ae5a0040e8b065a017f9c99494%7C0%7C0%7C637245852325082992&sdata=RXQP99f0ISQbrc3XX4A%2BAj6pErI9oGgcsVEYTn8dVWw%3D&reserved=0
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!"#$%&'()!!D%.!R2+6+!%,#:(!+8!62(!S+99T)++0!#.(#!+8!U+*!D&:(9(*!)%62!#&&+6#6%+&!3T!C"1H!!V(0!0#*2(0!9%&(*!#.(!*W.8#5(!6.#5(*!+8!

#56%$(!8#W96*!8.+,!62(!C"1!S+99T)++0!O#W96!X$#9W#6%+&!V(R+.6-!@<=GH!".((&!0+6*!.(R.(*(&6!9+5#6%+&*!)2(.(!62(!S+99T)++0!O#W96!2#*!

3((&!9+5#6(0!3#*(0!+&!@<=;!:(+R2T*%5#9!*6W0%(*!3T!62(!Y1"1H!!7.#&:(!.(56#&:9(!%&*%0(!62(!S+99T)++0!C+W.62+W*(!.(R.(*(&6*!62(!

9+5#6%+&!+8!62(!4+&(!+8!8#W96%&:!8.+,!#!CQJ!#&0!3+.%&:!6.#&*(56!8.+,!'%&T+!Z!?++.(!.(R+.6*H!!7.#&:(!.(56#&:9(!%&*%0(!62(!DR#.6,(&6!

R.+[(56!.(R.(*(&6*!#!4+&(!+8!8#W96%&:!8.+,!3+62!CQJ!#&0!5+.(!3+.%&:!*6W0T!3T!".+WR!/(96#H!\9W(!9%&(!.(R.(*(&6*!62(!*6((R9T!%&59%&(0!

S+99T)++0!8#W96!)2(.(!%6!)#*!(&5+W&6(.(0!%&!".+WR!/(96#!CQJ!#&0!3+.%&:*!#6!0(R62H!

]&59%&(0!8#W96!(&5+W&6(.(0!

#6!0(R62!%&!\UYX!

!

O#W96!9+5#6%+&*!

%0(&6%8%(0!%&!@<=;!

:(+R2T*%5#9!*6W0T!%&!

"VXX'!

O#W96*!#*!,#RR(0!3T!

C"1!%&!@<=G!%&!VX/!

C#R%6#9!V(5+.0*!

\W%90%&:!

!

S+99T)++0!

C+W.62+W*(!

@<=F!Q.+R+*(0!

DR#.6,(&6!

Q.+[(56!CQJ!#&0!

5+.(!3+.%&:*!

^+&(!+8!S+9+5(&(!#:(!

8#W96*!8.+,!CQJ!#&0!5+.(!

3+.%&:*!%&!7VD'"X!
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!"#$%&'*)!!"++:9(!X#.62!%,#:(!+8!62(!R.+[(56!9+5#6%+&H!!O%:W.(!8.+,!".+WR!/(96#!O#W96!16W0T!V(R+.6*-!#*!%&59W0(0!%&!/X]V!

R#5_#:(!)%62!#&&+6#6%+&*!3T!C"1H!!JW.`W+%*(!*2#R(*!%0(&6%8T!+W69%&(!+8!#RR.+a%,#6(!6.(&52!(a5#$#6%+&*!#6!62(!:.+W&0!*W.8#5(H!!

J.(&52(*!)(.(!(a5#$#6(0!%&!$(.6%5#9!3(&52(*!8.+,!62(!:.+W&0!*W.8#5(!6+!*(9(56(0!0(R62H!!!Xa5#$#6%+&!0%0!&+6!(aR+*(!R.(A

S+9+5(&(!,#6(.%#9*!#5.+**!62(!(&6%.(!9(&:62!+8!62(!6.(&52!0W(!6+!0(R62!+8!(a5#$#6%+&!#&0!3(&52%&:!*6T9(H!!V(0!#&0!39W(!0+6*!

*2+)!5+.(!3+.%&:!#&0!C+&(!Q(&(6.#6%+&!J(*6!LCQJN!9+5#6%+&*!#5.+**!62(!*%6(H!!\9#5_!0+66(0!9%&(!%*!".+WR!/(96#b*!%&8(..(0!8#W96!

6.#5(-!9+5#6(0!#6!0(R62H!!V(0!9+&:!0#*2(0!9%&(*!#.(!*W.8#5(!9+5#6%+&*!+8!#56%$(!8#W96!6.#5(*!8.+,!C"1!OXV!@FBH!!".((&!0+6*!

.(R.(*(&6!9+5#6%+&*!)2(.(!62(!S+99T)++0!O#W96!2#*!3((&!9+5#6(0!3#*(0!+&!.(5(&6!:(+R2T*%5#9!*6W0%(*!3T!62(!Y1"1H!!\9W(!9%&(!

.(R.(*(&6*!62(!*6((R9T!%&59%&(0!S+99T)++0!8#W96!)2(.(!%6!)#*!(&5+W&6(.(0!%&!".+WR!/(96#!3+.%&:*!#6!0(R62H!

!

O#W96*!#*!,#RR(0!3T!

C"1!%&!@<=G!%&!VX/!

O#W96!9+5#6%+&*!

%0(&6%8%(0!%&!@<=;!

:(+R2T*%5#9!*6W0T!%&!

"VXX'!
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state of California • Natural Resources Agency 
Department of Conservation 
California Geological SUrvey 
801 Kstreet • MS 12-30 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 445-1825 • FAX (916) 445-5718 

September 24, 2018 

Elva Nuno-O'Donnell 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
6262 Van Nuys Blvd., Room 351 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 

Edmum G. Brown Jr., Govemor 
Jom G. Panish, PILD., State Geologist 

SUBJECT: Comments on the scope and content on the NOP for the Environmental Impact 
Report for the "Hollywood Center" project. 

Dear Ms. Nuno-O'Donnell: 

The California Geological Survey (CGS) has received the Notice of Preparation for the draft 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the "Hollywood Center" development project in the vicinity 
of Vine Street, Yucca Street, Ivar Avenue, and Argyle Avenue in the Hollywood Community Plan 
Area of Los Angeles, CA, 90028. This letter conveys suggestions and recommendations from the 
California Geological Survey concerning geologic and soils issues related to the planning area. 

The California Geological Survey recommends the EIR address the following items and issues 
within the planning area: 

1) Regional and Site Specific Geology 
The EIR should include a discussion of the geologic and strnctural history of the area and a 
description of the rock types in the region and across the project site. At a minimum, the 
following geologic maps should be reviewed: 
Dibblee Jr., T. W, 1991, Geologic map of the Hollywood and Burbank (south Yi) 
Quadrangles, Los Angeles County, California: Dibblee Geological Foundation, Map DF-
30, 1:24,000 scale. 

Campbell, R.H, Wills, CJ, Irvine, P.J , and Swanson, B.J , 2014, Preliminary geologic map 
of the Los Angeles 30 ' x 60' Quadrangle, California, Version 2.1. California Geological 
Survey, available at: http://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/Pages/Maps-
Data/preliminary geologic maps.aspx 

Yerkes, R.F. , 1997, Preliminary geologic map of the Hollywood 7.5' quadrangle, southern 
California: US. Geological Survey, Open-File Report OF-97-255, scale 1:24,000. 

2) Geologic Hazards 
Numerous potential geologic hazards exist within the Hollywood Center Project planning 
area. Each of the hazards listed below should be addressed in the EIR. 
a. Earthquake Fault Zones 
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Elva Nuno-O'Donnell 
September 24, 2018 
Page 2 

CGS has completed seismic hazard zone mapping for the Hollywood 7.5-minute 
quadrangle and the Hollywood Center Project planning area is within a defined Alquist-
Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. Digital versions of this zone map (PDF and Shapefiles) 
and associated reports can be downloaded from the CGS Information Warehouse, here: 
http://maps.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/informationwarehouse/ or accessed as web 
interactive maps, here: https: //spatialservices.conservation.ca. gov /arcgis/rest/ 
services/CGS Earthquake Hazard Zones. 

These zones can also be viewed with a parcel base map on CGS's interactive Earthquake 
Hazards Zone Application, here: https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/EQZApp/app/ 

b. Faulting Hazards - Numerous earthquake faults are mapped within and nearby the 
Hollywood Center Project planning area. The Hollywood Fault, and its associated 
splays, are the closest faults to the project area and the entire project lies within an 
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone for this fault. In addition, at least one trace of the 
Hollywood Fault is believed to cross the southern part of the planning area, between 
Hollywood Blvd and Yucca Street, and is considered active. Because the Hollywood 
Center Project lies within the regulatory Earthquake Fault Zone, site-specific fault 
investigations are required before the City of Los Angeles can issue permits and, if an 
active fault trace is found, appropriate fault setbacks must be determined. 

At a minimum, the EIR should identify where active traces of the Hollywood fault pass 
through the planning area and discuss any surface rnpture hazards they pose to the 
project. The most recent understanding of the location of the Hollywood fault is shown 
on the CGS interactive Data Viewer, here: https: //maps.conservation.ca.gov/ 
cgs/#datalist. From the Layer List, select "Seismic Hazards Program: Alquist-Priolo 
Fault Traces." Please note that these fault traces have been prepared at a regional scale 
(1 :24,000) for the purpose of delineating the hazard zones. They should not replace site-
specific geologic fault studies. 

We also recommend that the following CGS Fault Evaluation Report for the Hollywood 
Fault in the Hollywood 7.5-Minute Quadrangle be reviewed in the EIR: 
http://gmw.conservation.ca.gov/SHP/EZRIM/Reports/FER/253/ 
FER 253 Repo1i 20140214.pdf 

c. Ground Shaking Hazards -The Hollywood Center Project planning area is located near 
many active faults capable of producing severe ground shaking during an earthquake. 
The EIR should include a discussion on nearby active faults and the likelihood of the 
planning area to experience strong ground shaking from an earthquake during the life of 
the project. The earthquake shaking potential for various regions in California can be 
viewed on the CGS interactive Data Viewer, here: https ://maps.conservation.ca.gov/ 
cgs/#datalist. From the Layer List, select "MS48: Earthquake Shaking Potential for 
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California (revised 2016)." This map can also be downloaded as PDF, here: 
ftp: //ftp .conservation.ca.gov/pub/dmg/pubs/ms/048/MS 048 revised 2016.pdf 

In addition, the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program provides many tools and resources, 
here: https ://earthquake. usgs.gov/hazards/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns with the comments in this letter. 

Eleanor Spangler 
Engineering Geologist, PG #9440 
California Geological Survey 
801 K Street, MS12-31 , Sacramento, CA 95814 
916-451-5519 
Eleanor.Spangler@conservation.ca.gov 

Timothy McCrink 
Supervising Engineering Geologist, PG #4466, EG #1549 
California Geological Survey 
801 K Street, MS 12-31 , Sacramento, CA 95814 
916-324-2549 
Tim.McCrink@conservation.ca.gov 
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